CASE
STUDY
Futureproof Your Business with Azure

How do you create an appetite for innovation and serve cloud-based operational
efficiency as the main course?

A

n enterprise’s longevity requires
the ability to analyze market trends,
reduce the time-to-market for a
new product or service, and migrate to the
cloud.
Our client—an international quick-service
restaurant chain—needed a secure and
scalable cloud-based data warehouse to
transform the operations for their 6,000+
restaurant locations.

SoftServe’s mission? Provide a scalable,
cost-effective solution and deliver it with
Microsoft Azure. It had to avoid extensive
disruption and minimize the manual effort
to implement an entire environment on-demand.
SoftServe succeeded by adopting the Infrastructure as Code approach across the
entire project. Each component or environment change was automatically tested
before being evaluated in the code review
process.
This expanded our client’s DevOps capabilities, while giving them complete visibility
into every phase of this project.
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By using Microsoft Azure to build a cloudbased data warehouse, our client now:
•

Accommodates growth on-demand with
auto-scaling

•

Stays connected with on-prem
environments

•

Ensures sensitive data transmitted
via the internet is secure using virtual
network integration, service endpoints,
and whitelisting

•

Complies with international security
solution standards
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Looking for a scalable, flexible, and cost-effective way to evaluate market trends and
speed up your time to market?
LET’S TALK about how SoftServe can help
you implement an Azure-based cloud infrastructure to futureproof your business.
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ABOUT US
SoftServe is a digital authority that advises and provides at the cuttingedge of technology. We reveal, transform, accelerate, and optimize the way
enterprises and software companies do business. With expertise across
healthcare, retail, energy, financial services, and more, we implement
end-to-end solutions to deliver the innovation, quality, and speed that our
clients’ users expect.
SoftServe delivers open innovation, from generating compelling new ideas,
to developing and implementing transformational products and services.
Our work and client experience is built on a foundation of empathetic,
human-focused experience design that ensures continuity from concept to
release.
We empower enterprises and software companies to (re)identify
differentiation, accelerate solution development, and vigorously compete
in today’s digital economy. No matter where you are in your journey.
Visit our website, blog, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter pages.
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